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Capital and Ownership Structure … 

Purpose  

We study the relationships among 
Capital or Ownership Structure over 
Greek listed companies’ performance, 
during the period 2000-2015. 
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Capital and Ownership Structure … 

Methodology –  

We review recent relevant literature, so 
as to identify Empirical Panel Data 
Models (FE, RE), for 217 Greek listed 
companies, drawn from Thomson-
Reuters Databank, over the period 
2000-2015. 
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Capital and Ownership Structure … 
Main Findings  

We have confirmed literature’s  evidence on 
the association among Ownership 
Structure or Leverage and Firm Value by 
our estimations on Greek firms’ data, 
2000-’15.  

Major shareholder no matter  1st, or top 10 or 
20, with the expected sign, has been found 
economically and statistically significant 
on both relations, as well as firm-specific 
characteristics they did.  
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Capital and Ownership Structure … 

Value/Contribution  

We provide additional confirmation on 
the firm’s theory for time (2010-’15) and 
space (peripheral Eurozone’s member 
country-Greece). 
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Capital and Ownership Structure … 

Research Limitations  

We have used simple Static Panel Data 
Econometrics, such as Fixed Effects or 
Random Effects models. 

Further research is needed with both 
Dynamic Panel Data Econometric 
Models (such as Arellano-Bond type-
methods) and multi-country datasets.  
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Capital and Ownership Structure … 

Policy/Strategy/Practical Implications – 

Even though major shareholder could 
support the “efficiency” of Greek firms, 
it would be better in terms of 
“competitiveness”, the regulation to 
favor many shareholders.  
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE THEORIES 
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BASIC THEORIES ON CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

  MODIGLIANI-MILLER THEOREM 

 

  PEACKING ORDER THEORY 

 

  TRADE OF F THEORY 

 

  THEORY OF TARGET ADJUSTMENT SPEED 
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MODIGLIANI- MILLER THEOREM 

FRANCO MODIGLIANI 

1918-2003 

MERTON MILLER 

1923-2000 
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THE MARKET VALUE OF A COMPANY  IS NOT   AFFECTED BY 

THE CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

 

 
MODIGLIANI- MILLER THEOREM 

PROPOSITION Ι  

Based on the assumption that there are not 

  Taxes 

 Costs of financial distress 

  Agency costs 

THUS 

A company is considered of equal value to another if produces the 

same cash flow irrespective of the means of funding. 
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 MODIGLIANI- MILLER THEOREM 

PROPOSITION Ι I 

THE WACC OF A FIRM REMAINS CONSTANT  REGARDLESS 

OF  CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

WHY  ??? 

The cost of equity is a linear function of debt to equity of the 

company 

As the company uses more debt in capital structure the 

equity costs increases because now involve more risk 
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 MODIGLIANI- MILLER THEOREM 

PROPOSITIONS Ι & II WITH TAXES 

WITHOUT TAXES WITH TAXES 

Firm Value VL= VU VL = VU + tD 

Wacc 

Cost of Equity 

When introducing the existence of taxes, the company's value increased in accordance 

lending because of the Tax shield provided by the deduction of interest. 

 

Reduces the cost of debt 

 

Reduces the weighted average cost of capital as used more debt 

 

Increases the value of the company at tD (marginal tax rate 

  on the debt) 
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PEACKING ORDER THEORY 

 suggested by Myers & Majluf (1984) 

 

 Based on the concept of asymmetric information that exists between 

     company managers and investors and creditors outside company and 

     subsequent problem opposing preferences and choices on each side. 

 

The most profitable firms use debt less ...... 
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PEACKING ORDER THEORY 

 The announcement of issuing shares by the company leading to a fall 

     of their price because investors believe that company’s managers issuing 

     shares when it is overvalued 

 

 The companies prefer financing by internal capital as they can be derived 

     without sending an unwanted signal to the market 

 

 If there are insufficient internal funds as the first resort choice in  

     borrowing and as the last issue of new shares 
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TRADE OFF THEORY 

Originally formulated by Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) 

Firms outweigh the benefits arising from the use of debt to the cost of use. 

 

The use of debt creates benefits arising from tax shield from the deduction  

of interest 

 

The use of debt includes  except interest costs and costs due financial distress  

and agency costs 

 

The optimal capital structure occurs at the point  that where balance 

benefits with the costs from  the use of  debt. 
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TARGET ADJUSTMENT SPEED 

THEORY 

Businesses compare the cost of outside optimal debt, positioned above 

 or below the target adjustment costs and objective approach. 

If the latter is burdensome then choose:  

1) to leave the adjustment towards the target or 

2)   reduce the adjustment speed. 
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TARGET ADJUSTMENT SPEED 

THEORY 

DETERMINANTS OF SPEED ADJUSTMENT 
 

1) Distance between optimal debt and debt observed 
 

2) Degree of financial flexibility 
 

3) Growth opportunities 
 

4) Size 
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Literature Review … 
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Literature Review … 
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Literature Review … 
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Literature Review … 
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Literature Review … 



Data and Model Specification 

Sample:  

217 companies listed on the Athens Stock 

Exchange over the period 2000-’15, on 

an unbalanced panel dataset gives up to 

3,034 obs. to be used in estimating 

theoretical models. 
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Data and Model Specification 

Empirical Model 1 :  to test for a non-linear 

relation between shareholder ownership and 
capital structure (Leverage): 

 

 

Leverage = (tot. debt/tot. assets) or (tot. liab./tot. 
assets) or  (tot. debt/mark.capital.) 

OwnX = ownership X share, X=[1, 10, 20] largest 
shareholders 

Z(k) = control variables  : size, volty, growth, fcf, profit., 
intangibl., ndts, divid. εit = the disturbance term. 
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Data and Model Specification 
Z(k) control variables’ categories: 1. Risk , 2. Agency 

costs, 3. Asset specificity, 4. Effect of taxes: 

1a. size=ln(assets). 1b. volty = the std. of the past 3 
years, of the annual % change in operating income 
before interest, taxes and depreciation.  

2a. growth = the annual % change in total assets. 2b. 
fcf = free cash flow  = OYBT + DEP + AMO – 
TAXPAID - DIVPAID. 2c. profit = profitability = 
(operating income before interest and taxes / tot. 
assets).  

3a. intangibl = (intangible assets / tot. assets).  

4a. ndts = non-debt tax shield = (deprec./tot. assets). 
4b. divid = dividends paid in a year. 4c. divyield = 
(annual dividends per share / price per share). 
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Data and Model Specification 

Empirical Model 2 : to test for a non-linear 
relation between shareholder ownership or 
capital structure and performance (Tobin’s Q): 

 

 

 

Tobinq = (market capitalization / total asset value) or 
[(market capitalization + total debt) / total asset value].  

Zk = k control variables as already defined. 
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Econometric Estimations 
The general form of the Fixed Effects (FE) Model 

chosen to provide LS consistent estimators is of 
the form  

 

 

 

 

For k=1, X stands for the constant term, common 
for all units (i) firms. 
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Econometric Estimations 
Two-way fixed effect (FE) modeling,  

[where effects are attached to each unit (i=firms) and 
time (t=years)],    

because it provides the appropriate LS estimators to 
deal with 

1. Firm-specific unobserved heterogeneity (ui –FE-), 
such as cultural characteristics of managers-
shareholders owners or financial development of 
the Greek banking system, that we have no reason 
to not believe that will be present in our dataset of 
217 firms, in 32 different Greek industries, during 16 
years (2000-15) of business. 
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Two-way fixed effect modeling,  

because it deals with 

 

2. Correlation of FE with some of the 
regressors in the model, e.g., size, volty, 
growth, profit, ndts etc. 

 

3. Errors (εit) should not be 
contemporaneously correlated across firms 
(i)   
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Econometric Estimations 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



Hausman’s Test p-value=0,0001 or lower, 
for all 3 above models rejecting the null 
(H0) of “difference in coefficients not 
systematic, OR that the appropriate 
model is that of Random-Effects”.  
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



All 3 variations of the Capital Structure 
Model 1 (LEVERAGE) provide 
approximately the same estimations, 
supporting the hypo. of “positive relation 
between capital concentration and 
financial  Leverage”.  

However, only in the first largest 
shareholder (OWN1, OWN12) model 1 has 
been proved a convex (with max. point in 
Leverage) relation Leverage-Ownership(1st) 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



Time-dummies proved statistically 
significant confirming both the selected 
model to be Two-Way (firms and years) 
FE and the adverse role of the Greek 
public sector’s default of 2010 and the 
ensuing crisis. 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



SIZE : stat. signif., but with negative (-) 
sign, in favor of the Hypo. “Self-Financing”. 

VOLTY & PROFIT: marginally significant, 
correct negative sign (-), estimations 
tending to zero, supporting the Hypo. “it 
isn’t the growth rate of the operating 
income (VOLTY) but the levels (PROFIT) 
that it matters for Greek banking system to 
provide loans… ”. 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



INTANGIBL.: strong stat. signif. but with 
positive (+) sign suggesting that in Greek 
case it includes “reputational or firm’s 
discretionary investments while NO-R&D…”. 

NDTS: strong stat. signif. but with positive 
(+) sign suggesting … ? 

DIVID.: strong stat. signif. but with positive 
(+) sign suggesting positive (but  0) 
effects for firm’s borrowing. 
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 
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Econometric Model 2-Tobin’s Q 
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Econometric Model 2-Tobin’s Q 



Hausman’s Test p-value=0,0001 or lower, 
for all 3 above models rejecting the null 
(H0) of “difference in coefficients not 
systematic, OR that the appropriate 
model is that of Random-Effects”.  
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Econometric Model 1-Leverage 



All 3 variations of Firms’ Performance 
Model 2 (Tobin’s Q) provide approximately 
the same estimations, supporting the hypo. 
of “strong negative effect from capital 
concentration (largest 1st) or Leverage 
over Tobin’s Q”.  

However, only linearity and for the largest 
(1st ) shareholder have been proved 
statistically significant. 
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Econometric Model 2-Tobin’s Q 



Time-dummies proved statistically 
significant confirming the selected model 
to be Two-Way (firms and years) FE and 
the adverse role of the Greek public 
sector’s default of 2010 and the ensuing 
crisis. 
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Econometric Model 2-Tobin’s Q 



Leverage : stat. signif., with negative (-) sign, 
declare that, as firm’s leverage increases, its 
performance falls.  

SIZE : stat. signif., but with negative (-) sign, 
demonstrating that as firm’s size rises its 
performance decreases. 

VOLTY : Not significant 

  PROFIT: stat. significant, positive sign (+), 
declaring that more profitable firms have higher 
Tobin’s Q . 

 INTAGIBL: stat. significant with negative (-) sign 
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Econometric Model 2-Tobin’s Q 
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Describing the Dataset 
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Describing the Dataset (panel stats.) 
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Describing the Dataset (panel stats.) 
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Describing the Dataset (units’ stats.) 
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Describing the Dataset (units’ pwcorr.) 
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Describing the Dataset (units’ pwcorr.) 
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Conclusions… 
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Capital and Ownership Structure over Corporate 

Growth: Evidence from Greek Panel Data. 


